Original document: Philippe Cornetet, Translation: David Tétard (Dawn of Chivalry)

Sources
In this document will be presented the reconstitution of a type of maille coiffe that is commonly
called “camail” in French. It is not the only way maille coiffes were made but it is one of these that
correspond most to chosen sources. This coiffe has the shape of a hood that closes around the face
thanks to a lace but that can also be opened to free the whole head. Additionally, it is created as
separate of the hauberk.
It is not easy to recreate the way they were built from the graphical sources available. However, a
few of these sources have attracted my attention: Bible Glosée de Paris, dated 1210 (Figure 1), Bible
of Louis IX, also called Maciejowski Bible or Morgan Bible, dated 1250 (Figure 2), Picture book of
Marie de Hainaut, dated 1285 (Figure 3) and some medieval pictures from the Holy German Empire.
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Figure 3

What these images have in common is the drawing of a circle surrounding the face. If these circles
were isolated cases, one could easily attribute that to the artist’s style or to symbolic representation.
However, a large time period is covered by the said sources.
If one also consider the existence of these on statues: William Marshal, dated 1219 (Figure 4),
Robert Roos, dated 1227 (Figure 5) and Robert de Vere, dated 1249 (Figure 6), one can easily deduce
that these are related. This way of building the coiffe allows the head to be optimally covered, as
well as a no slippage. It is also possible for this maille balaclava to open up enough to be drawn back
on the shoulders, an advantage that commercially available coiffes built like hoods do not allow.
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Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6

Evidence of coiffes separate of the hauberk is ncommon in medieval manuscripts and statues. They
often have square edges. They can be seen on the following pictures (Figure 1, Figure 7, Figure 8 and
Figure 9). On Figure 10 can be seen a man wearing a maille hauberk but no maille coiffe.
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Figure 7 - Bible moralisée, Paris (120?-1245)

Figure 8
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Figure 9

Figure 10

Moreover, isn’t the separate coiffe in use from the 12th century? On the following pictures from the
St Trephime cathedrale in Arles (France) can be seen maille coiffes unconnected from the hauberk
and dated 1180-1190 (Figure 11, Figure 12).
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Figure 11

Figure 12

The large majority of people depicted in manuscripts or sculptures always wear surcoats. If we
assume that the surcoat are worn over the coiffe, we can conclude that the coiffe in not always
connected to the hauberk.

Hereafter, I wear a coiffe built as a balaclava, separate from the hauberk, with square edges in 2013
(Figure 13). It is not obvious whether the coiffe in separate from the hauberk or integrated to it.
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Figure 13

Having experimented for almost 8 years the separate coiffe with square edge, this is the type that is
chosen for template as it offers several advntages:
- Good coverage of the neck,
- Good fit preventing slippage,
- Easier to put on.

Preparation
1- Rings
For this coiffe are used steel rings of circular cross section, riveted of 8 and 10 mm internal diameter.
These are not the best rings to make historically accurate coiffes (oval cross section, “affleurant???”
rivets) but they have the advantage of being close to historical ones mechanically speaking and are
readily available.
Riveted rings save weight compared to butted rings (between 10 and 20% depending on the cross
section) as it is not then necessary to have a large cross-section to prevent the rings from opening
under pressure.

2- Tools
- A cutting plier
- Two pliers to hold the rings
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- A riveting plier

3- Template
The maille coiffe is built like a cylinder, flaring off and bent. IT received two squares at its base.

Build
A few practical tips:
- Work on a piece of fabric
- Rivet rings row by row
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- Use a mannequin head

Note about rows: herein the term row related to a row going one way and the next one going the
other way.

Star with a piece composed of 4 rows of equal height and length around the naked head plus two
rings at each end. This make the base of the neck portion of the coiffe. Then add row by row, more
rings, including small rows of 5, 10, 15 and 20 rings in length on the sides.

To be able to include these short rows that will give shape to the coiffe, it is necessary that the top
row in one direction take its place on the bottom row in the same direction. Thanks to the addition
of an additional ring on the reverse direction row that this is possible:

With these successive additions in the mesh, the piece will start to show a curvature at the top and
on the sides:
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When the piece is long enough to surround the face, join the two ends with a piece of string without
riveting them:

At this stage in the build, test the fitting on the mannequin head.
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To adjust the coiffe, wear the arming cap and the maille coiffe on the shoulders, pulled down. The
coiffe must be able to be pulled up and reach the forehead without problem. Once this adjustment
is achieved, set the linking rings at the top and at the bottom and build the topof the coiffe. Proceed
by row on each side until the gap are closed (Figure 14, Figure 15 and Figure 16).

Figure 14
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Figure 15

Figure 16
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Final Adjustments
To give a more historically accurate finish, as well as an optimised protection, add rows of rings to
make the coiffe reach the top of the eye brows. Start with a row of 10 rings. The next row must be
increased by 5 additional rings on each side (Figure 17).

Figure 17
Proceed this way until reaching the cheek bones. Do not forget that the coiffe will be closed by a
leather thong and therefore must be relatively loose on the top of the skull. No need to add too
many rings. Make frequent trials with a leather thong to check the tension in the rings. The thong
must go around the face and come to be knotted at the back of the head when the coiffe is properly
adjusted.
Finish the surrounding of the face with 10mm rings. Each 8mm ring must receive three 10mm ring. It
is in these 10mm rings that the leather thong must be threaded.
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Continue building the rings of the neck until reaching the shoulders. The two rectangular maille
pieces at the front and back can then be added to the coiffe.
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These two pieces are identical by the chest morphology make the front piece appears to be longer
and fall lower than the back piece. This can be seen on the statue of St Maurice of Magdebourg.

Final Result
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Further developments (added by David Tétard to the original document)
A separate maille coiffe covering only the top of the skull is added to match some historical effigies
and drawings where a change in the direction of the maille rings is clearly depicted:
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